A 50-State Adventure Exhibit

Visitors will love taking a pretend trek across America in this interactive exhibit - A 50-State Adventure. The exhibit invites families to explore each of the 50 United States and the District of Columbia and features some of the nation’s most beloved national landmarks, pastimes and culture. Each activity station highlights a popular family destination, including historic sites, tourist attractions, and arts and sports venues. along with fun facts and photo murals that show the diversity of the country’s landscapes and sets the stage for playful activities that address key academic and early learning standards for children. The exhibit’s interactive game stations present visitors of all ages with fun and interesting questions (ranging from easy to hard!) about U.S. geography, history, arts and literature, science and nature, sports and leisure, and entertainment.

Geography • US History & Culture • Famous Landmarks

Exhibit Sale Information

Created as TRIVIAL PURSUIT®: A 50-State Adventure in collaboration with Hasbro, Inc. the 2,500-3,500 sq. ft. exhibit is now available for purchase. The associated elements of the TRIVIAL PURSUIT intellectual property, including the logo, the distinctive design of the game board, trivia cards, game tokens and scoring wedges, will be removed from the exhibit before shipping.

Please contact exhibits@bbcmkids.org for purchase information.

TRIVIAL PURSUIT®, the associated logo, the distinctive design of the game board, trivia cards, game tokens and scoring wedges are trademarks of Hasbro. © 2022 Hasbro, Pawtucket, RI 02861-1059 USA. All Rights Reserved. TM & ® denote U.S. Trademarks.
**California, Oregon, Nevada**
Take a pretend drive through a redwood tree in California, whale watch in Oregon and try stargazing in Nevada. Includes zoetrope strips (OR), and two adirondack chairs and constellation maps (NV).

**Delaware, Maryland, Pennsylvania, Connecticut, Rhode Island**
Explore the Delmarva Peninsula in Delaware and Maryland; sign the Declaration of Independence and celebrate Groundhog Day in Pennsylvania; captain a ship in Connecticut; and learn knot tying in Rhode Island. Includes Delmarva Peninsula puzzle pieces.

**Iowa, Michigan**
Navigate a corn maze in Iowa, explore the Great Lakes puzzle wall and create Motown music in Michigan. Includes golf balls (MI).
**Wyoming, Colorado, Idaho**
View the Old Faithful geyser in Wyoming, plan a ski trip in Colorado, and go on a whitewater kayak adventure in Idaho. Includes kayaking gear (ID).

**Oklahoma, Texas**
Take a wagon trip in Oklahoma and visit the Texas State Fair in Texas.

**New York, New Jersey**
Countdown to the New Year in New York and try the shuffleboard and ring toss games at the Jersey Shore in New Jersey.

**Indiana, Illinois**
Join the pit crew at the Indianapolis 500 and tour the Chicago Art Institute. Includes wall magnets (IL); and an oil bottle, three tires and wrench (IN).
**Minnesota, Wisconsin, Kansas, Nebraska, Missouri**

Cast a fishing line in Minnesota, try cross-country skiing in Wisconsin, explore geography in Kansas, become a pioneer in Nebraska and build the St. Louis Arch in Missouri. Includes pretend fish, fishing pole, ores and life jackets (MN); numbered soft blocks (MO); and adult/child costumes and puzzle graphics (NE).

---

**South Carolina, Louisiana, Kentucky, Georgia**

Play golf in South Carolina, compose jazz music in Louisiana, prepare a race horse in Kentucky, and pick peaches in Georgia. Includes peach props (GA); golf balls and club (SC); horse brushes and splints (KY).
**Mississippi, North Carolina, Alabama, Arkansas**

Pedal a riverboat down the Mississippi, learn about the first flight in North Carolina, experiment with moving air at the U.S. Space and Rocket Center in Alabama, and enjoy the folk art puzzle in Arkansas. Includes lightweight props (NC).

**Ohio, Washington, D.C., Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Vermont**

Kick a field goal at the Pro Football Hall of Fame in Ohio, tour the nation’s capitol in Washington, D.C., visit a lighthouse in Maine, hit a home run at Fenway Park in Massachusetts, view the fall colors in Vermont and watch the weather in New Hampshire. Includes magnets (NH).
Alaska, Montana, Utah
Mush a dog-sled team on the Iditarod Trail in Alaska, dig for fossils in Montana and visit the Arches National Park in Utah. Includes plastic rocks (MT); one table with arches graphic and wooden blocks (UT).

Arizona, New Mexico
Ride in a hot air balloon in New Mexico and on a mule in the Grand Canyon in Arizona.

Washington, Hawaii
Climb Mt. Rainier in Washington and try snorkeling in Hawaii.

North Dakota, South Dakota
Play chimes in North Dakota and visit Mt. Rushmore in South Dakota. Includes puzzle blocks (SD).
Florida, Tennessee, West Virginia, Virginia
Look for wildlife in Florida, play country music in Tennessee, try camping in West Virginia and visit the Luray Caverns in Virginia. Includes campfire logs and a portable grill (WV).